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Xia Yun left in dismay. Gu Nanchen never saw her again. At first, she called several
times. Later, Xia Jinsheng put her on the blacklist.

The world is clean.

As for Zhao Lei's work, Gu Nanchen didn't sit idly by. After slapping someone, he
always gave him a sweet jujube, so he arranged a less important position in the
company, and the salary was twice as high as before.

I just hope it will satisfy them.

The couple who got the benefit wanted to invite Xia Jinsheng to dinner for fear that
she would refuse them to mention the house.

On Christmas Eve, the whole street was covered in silver and the cold wind seemed to
cut off the whole face.

"What do you want to do when you go out so late?" Xia Jinsheng breathed straight.
Although she was wearing gloves, her fingers were as cold as popsicles.

Gu Nanchen silently held her hand and comforted: "bear it again, and you'll be there in
front."

It's true, but she will be more moved if he drives here. I don't know what he's smoking.
He has to come out at night. He just walked out of the company after work.

Walking through a street, an exquisite and warm dessert shop, the warm orange light is
intertwined with the bright white light, drawing a harmonious picture.

The beautiful crystal chandelier has a fresh style. The wall is painted mint green. It
feels relaxed and happy just looking at it.

The counter is full of all kinds of cakes. The style is very good-looking. It looks very
appetizing and the price is very affordable. Xia Jinsheng almost understood his
intention.



Is this to give her a cake as a Christmas present? She waited for him with expectation.

The owner of the shop was a couple with gray hair. They seemed to know Gu Nanchen.
Seeing his arrival, they looked at Xia Jinsheng next to him for the first time and said
with a smile: "welcome."

Just welcome, didn't ask them what to buy.

The old woman is responsible for welcoming the guests. The old man has skillfully
taken out a packaged bag from the counter and brought it to Gu Nanchen.

What's in it? She didn't show her a mysterious glance. The more so, Xia Jinsheng
became more curious.

"Open it if you want to see it." Gu Nanchen generously handed the bag to her, and she
was flattered.

Can you really open it?

This sentence was completely printed in her eyes, and Gu Nanchen nodded again. The
box was opened and there was a chocolate apple in it.

Xia Jinsheng had eaten it before, which was not a big surprise for her, and the shape of
the apple was uglier than what she had eaten before.

It looks like a novice... Wait, this shouldn't be.

"Did you do it yourself?" She was surprised that her chin couldn't close. Gu Nanchen
actually made dessert for her herself.

"Yes."

He didn't open his face. He brushed past Xia Jinsheng with a fleeting blush on his face.
Gu Nanchen's voice was very light, but it knocked heavily on her heart.

The ripples rippling in the heart lake last a long time.

"I'm glad to receive such a gift. Merry Christmas. "

"Have fun."

The two walked out of the dessert shop hand in hand, and then walked home.
Although there was a cold wind at night, Xia Jinsheng didn't feel cold.



Finally, the chocolate Apple was divided among three members of the family.

The day after Christmas, the company's new clothes began to be sold in full this
quarter. She focuses on online marketing and physical store sales.

The feedback was quite good. When Xia Jinsheng decided to increase production,
reality gave her a blow in the head.

The wind broke in at the foot of Jingzhu, and a large dark cloud accumulated on his
face. The wind and rain were coming. He said: "stop the production and sale of clothes
and take back all the clothes sold at a high price immediately."

"What's the matter?" Xia Jinsheng was frightened by his serious look. Now the clothes
recycled and sold at a high price is undoubtedly a huge loss for the company, and their
sales volume on the first day even exceeded the daily sales record of the industry.

Well, why give up halfway?

"There is something wrong with the quality of the clothes."

When he answered, Jing Zhu also looked unwilling. He invested a lot of effort in the
design this time, and he also got the corresponding return when he just sold.

But the next day, hundreds of consumers had allergic symptoms after putting on their
clothes, and even one of them fell into a coma and was sent to the hospital. He hasn't
woke up yet.

The media got the news early in the morning. It was going to explode. Gu Nanchen's
power was forced down.

I don't know who is taking revenge on them. Now they are at the disadvantage of the
enemy. They are afraid that the mantis will catch cicadas and the Yellow finches will
be behind. If someone wants to deal with them, they will never watch the news.

"Jingling, jingling..."

It was at this time that the landline in the office kept thinking. The staff of the service
department was embarrassed and anxious and said, "manager Xia, something bad has
happened. The quality problem of clothes is very serious, and even the dye contains a
substance harmful to human body. "

The existence of this substance leads to various diseases after many customers buy
their clothes, and there are complaints all over the place for a while.



Xia Jinsheng quickly asked someone to contact the customer to take back the
ready-made clothes and began to investigate the cause of the accident. According to
the survey results, it seems that it has something to do with Gu ya'er.

After knowing the result, Jing Zhu manipulated the submitted "evidence" as if nothing
had happened and asked, "she hasn't complained about you recently, but she may have
moved her hand."

As soon as the voice fell, Xia Jinsheng glared and retorted, "it's impossible. Don't stir
up discord."

"Believe it or not, I'm not interested in alienating you." Jing Zhu shrugged. She
suddenly looked at him suspiciously, "won't it be your hand?"

He almost gushed out his old blood, and then directly gave her a sugar fried chestnut.
With white eyes, he said, "if I wanted to trick you, you wouldn't know how many
times you'd die."

He didn't lie. Xia Jinsheng also knew that if he really had a different heart, he could
start any link unconsciously and finally get out of his shell.

However, she was also reluctant to suspect Gu ya'er. The workload increased sharply
near the end of the year, although she complained more than once. Anyway, she didn't
believe that Yaer would do that for this reason.

The two men were full of doubts. It happened that Gu ya'er hurried into the door and
looked unnatural. "I heard something happened to the clothes, didn't I?"

The flickering look and the erratic eyes looked suspicious. They didn't believe it at
first, but now they began to waver.

Test her?

Jing Zhu silently gave her a look. Xia Jinsheng agreed and asked Gu ya'er, "what do
you know about the problem of clothes quality?"

"Ah? I... I don't know. " Gu ya'er was surprised. How could she ask her about it? I
don't know what she thought. She soon shook her head and threw it out of her mind.

Her action became more suspicious in Xia Jinsheng's eyes and her mind became more
and more heavy. Knowing that Gu ya'er left her frown, Jing Zhu knew that they had a
good relationship, but he didn't know how good it was.

Volunteered, "I've seen what's wrong with her these days."



"No need." Xia Jinsheng refused him. In the end, she chose to believe Gu ya'er
unconditionally. Anyway, she was a family.

"You don't have another purpose, do you?" Jing Zhu is so eager to monitor Gu ya'er,
even for the sake of the company.

It suddenly occurred to her that Jing Zhu was still single and Gu ya'er was waiting in
her boudoir. If they were together. Xia Jinsheng was excited and suddenly had the
interest of the old man under the moon.

Seeing her smile, Jing Zhu felt a cold and hairy behind her. A feeling of being
calculated makes people's scalp numb.

The clothes sold were recycled at a high price, and the victims were compensated in
time. Finally, the matter was suppressed. The reputation of the company has been
affected, and the money invested in the zone has been lost.

What is more difficult to deal with is the group of mercenary old guys of the board of
directors, who scrambled to ridicule Xia Jinsheng at the meeting one by one.

"It has long been said that mass production cannot be carried out. Now, who will bear
the loss?"

"As an experience, asking for leave for three days or two is guilty of inadequate
supervision."

……

The chattering was as much as wool. Gu Nanchen kept a dark face and didn't speak.
Gu Jun also attended the meeting. Obviously, he had more power.

Xia Jinsheng despised her. When she made money, she couldn't find her eyes. Now if
something went wrong, they wanted to pull her down and step on her so that she
would never turn over.

Annoying wall grass.

"Cough." The old man cleared his throat and immediately calmed down around him.
He could hear a needle drop.

The eagle like vision sharply cut Xia Jinsheng's heart and hit the depths of his soul.
"I'm not satisfied with you."



Speak as if you were satisfied. Xia Jinsheng was shocked, but he made up his mind.

After being criticized by the old man, everyone in the company looked at her strangely.
Xia Jinsheng ignored it and packed up his things for home.

At the door of the building, she saw what Ling Qiaoqiao was looking for. After
discovering her existence, she turned around immediately.

Sneaky and suspicious.

Xia Jinsheng suddenly felt blessed and remembered that this was not the first time that
such a thing had happened. He had encountered such a thing when he worked in
Junzhu company before.

At that time, he vaguely found that he couldn't get rid of his relationship with Ling
Qiaoqiao. Would it be the same this time? It's not impossible to use the same trick
twice. What's more, it's not necessary for her to use this trick to separate her from Gu
ya'er.

The more she thought about it, the more likely it was, Xia Jinsheng began to recruit
people to investigate her recent trends.

After checking, she did it all by herself.

The next morning, the board of directors still discussed who was responsible for the
loss. Xia Jinsheng was accused by thousands of people. Even Gu Jun had that meaning.

He even wanted to drive her out of the company. After the order was issued, the old
man made a special "humanized" reference to Xia Jinsheng's opinion, "do you have
any dissatisfaction?"“ Yes. " Xia Jinsheng said with great momentum. There was a
breath in the conference room. Dare to refute the old man in public? Is it too long?
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